Announcements

USRI presented on OSU's recent NASA University Leadership Award at the OKC Rotary Club meeting.

Director Jamey Jacob is seen here with former OK Gov. David Walters and Brittany Attaway, Director of Community Relations and Business Development for Delaware Resource Group of Oklahoma.

Reed-Apple award given to Dr. Sunderesh Heragu

Carisa is an Associate Professor in the School of Architecture at Oklahoma State University. She is very involved in engineering education through her research, outreach, classroom teaching and service. She was a member of the planning committee for the 2017 ASEE Regional meeting at OSU and has held multiple leadership positions with ASEE national in the Mechanics and Architectural Divisions. She was awarded the ASEE Midwest Regional Outstanding Teaching Award in 2017.

Congratulations to Carisa Ramming for her election to be the next Chair of the ASEE Midwest Section
Academics

Two CEAT students recognized as Women For OSU Scholars
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Academics

Architecture students propose OKC building reuse for HOPE Center program

OSU students design and build innovative engine for drones

New leadership named in OSU Biosystems and Agricultural Engineering

Project Boom: Oklahoma students aim to break the sound barrier

Research

Chemical engineering professor researching new battery technologies

Stillwater company raises $1 million to produce high-tech materials

OCAST funds smart skin research project
Research

Air Force partners with OSU to advance engineering research

Extension

A New Era for the Geothermal Heat Pump Industry